Recent Conditions Are Shaping Future of Federal Work, Modern IT Adoption

Federal CIOs hope to maintain telework capabilities, as well as cloud and scalable solution adoption in a post-pandemic work environment.
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Federal CIO Suzette Kent and other agency CIOs have stressed the importance of technological modernization and IT investment as the COVID-19 pandemic has maximized demand for telework. Now, three months into the pandemic, these CIOs are starting to envision the future of work at their agencies.
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Despite the sudden pivot to remote work as COVID-19 became a national emergency, IT modernization efforts in recent years have enabled agencies to scale telework capabilities up relatively quickly, leading to the “largest and longest telework situation that the federal government has ever experienced,” Kent said at Thursday’s ATARC virtual conference.

While agencies have met the challenge in rapidly scaling up remote work, Kent emphasized the need to continue pushing modernization efforts.

“Agency leaders, our vendor partners in the IT community moved together with urgency and with focus to achieve some historic outcomes, but we can't stop with this one event,” Kent said. “We have to take the learnings and look at how we move forward to prepare for future emergency events and to drive more efficiency moving forward.”

The Federal CIO Council examined lessons learned from the pandemic, Kent added, and identified tactical points that will be key in the future of work for agencies, including scalable cloud solutions, data-sharing protocols, tool interoperability and secure digital services. These areas have been especially critical to continued federal mission delivery via telework.

Other CIOs and federal IT leaders expanded on the ways in which those tactical points have aided their agencies amid COVID-19 and are already reshaping how their organizations conduct business after the pandemic. Although each agency had its own set of challenges, the CIOs at the virtual conference shared how they overcame the general obstacle of scaling up VPN accessibility and telework tools.

The Environmental Protection Agency has been moving toward mobility in recent years and ran a Skype adoption campaign last year, preparing the agency technically and culturally for a more telecommunication-driven way of doing business, said CIO Vaughn Noga. Although the EPA faced some hiccups moving its 14,000 employees to remote work in March, within a few weeks the agency has been able to meet VPN demand and has adopted collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams and Skype. Now, the agency’s onboarding process is completely virtual.
“Through the partnership across HR and our resources folks and the folks in IT, we were able to pivot to a 100% virtual onboarding experience and were able to ship technologies to new employees so they could be successful day one, and I think these are some of the lessons that we’ve learned — quickly figure out how to adjust service delivery,” Noga said.

Army Corps of Engineers CIO Dovarius Peoples and National Regulatory Commission Deputy CIO Scott Flanders said they’ve had to aggressively scale their VPNs to meet user demand, using similar tools as the EPA to maximize telework capabilities.

Flanders added that he has moved toward commercial cloud to manage cyber hygiene activities, since patching requires significant bandwidth and moving that cyber maintenance to the cloud can ensure that NRC devices are patched without going through a VPN.

Given all of the various efforts agencies have taken to scale up to remote work, both in technical implementation and in reshaping the culture of work, the leaders said they envision the future of work after the pandemic will continue supporting telework flexibility and further modernization of the infrastructure that makes it possible.
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